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HOW TO USE THIS TOOL
This clinical tool is meant to facilitate rich
discussion and self-reflection regarding the
stuttering experience. Questions for each chapter
are sorted into themes to enable the clinician to
flexibly go in directions that are most beneficial
given the needs and desires of participants. Some
questions may overlap, but they are there for
consideration in the event a different theme of a
previous chapter was the main topic of discussion.
Therefore, it is NOT necessary or recommended to
address each question.

This guide models person-first language, such as “person
who stutters.” It is recognized that some people prefer
identity-first language, such as “stutterer.” It is the right
of the individual to choose the language of their identity.
Therefore, clinicians should modify the language used
during book club discussions based on client preferences.
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PROLOGUE
Allies/Bullies:
Katherine talks about a childhood friend, Claire, who helped her with a
bullying situation. What are some possible pros and cons of having a
social ally in moments of disfluency?
What are some possible responses to try to shut down bullying when it
starts?
Do you have someone in your life (friend, family, etc.) who helps or
attempts to help you if you are stuttering? Is that something you feel
like you need/like having?
Introductions:
Why do you think it’s especially challenging for people who stutter to
say their name?
Have you ever been in a situation in which you had trouble introducing
yourself due to your stutter? If so, how did it make you feel?
How might you navigate a situation in which you are unable to say your
name?
Expectations:
Have you had a thought process similar to Katherine’s in which she
thought “fixing” her stutter was just a matter of willpower?
Katherine comes up with dreams (e.g., becoming an actress) she feels
would only be possible if she was fluent. How may Katherine be holding
herself back here?
Katherine explains her journey with stuttering as one that has a clear
end goal of fluency. What are your thoughts on this perspective?
Fluency When Alone:
What factors could have attributed to the fact that Katherine did not
stutter when she was alone (or with her dog) compared to when she
was in front of other people?
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Stuttering Memories:
Katherine shared about the time she first noticed she was stuttering. At one
point she stated, “I know that unintentionally I have done something very
wrong, something unnatural.” Do you recall the first time you stuttered?
What were your emotions when you first noticed you were stuttering?
Are there any stories from years ago that you play over and over in your head
like Katherine did with her ballet story? How have you handled painful
memories like this one?
Family Response:
How did Katherine’s mom respond to her stuttering? Do you think this was a
good response? How would you prefer someone to respond to hearing you
stutter for the first time?
In this chapter, Katherine shares how her family attributed the cause of her
stutter to her grandma’s death. Why do you think some people attribute the
cause of their stutter to a life event that may or may not be related? Are
there any stories or myths that you have been told to be the cause of your
stutter?
Do your family members openly talk about your stutter with you or do you
feel that they have hushed conversations without your involvement?
General Reactions to Stuttering:
Katherine understood early on that when she stuttered, people sometimes
reacted to her differently. How may this have affected how she felt or
perceived herself?
Physical/Emotional Struggle:
Katherine describes the feeling of stuttering, saying, “It is trapped, locked
beneath the barrier that has closed the path from my lungs to my mouth."
How would you describe your stutter? What does it feel like to you?
Katherine stated that when she was with friends or family, she would always
consider whether what she wanted to say was worth the effort it took to say.
Do you relate? What kind of impact could this internal conflict have on
someone’s life?
Katherine explains that “when you cannot express yourself, speaking
becomes a physically draining and emotionally traumatic struggle.” How do
you relate to this quote?
Secondary Behaviors:
Katherine talks about secondary behaviors and depicts her own and how
they affect her in social situations. Is everyone familiar with the term
secondary behaviors? What secondary behaviors do you see yourself
exhibiting?
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Silence:
Katherine admits that her best way to avoid stuttering was to just be
silent and withdraw herself from people. What are long-term
consequences of choosing silence?
Are there times when you’ve considered going silent as a way to
combat your stutter?
Katherine states, “Because the silence is the most oppressive thing of
all… I am strangling myself to talk and muting myself and fighting
through conversations, and no one is saying anything about it.” How
have you navigated silence from others in relation to your internal and
external struggles talking?
Making Compromises:
Katherine settles on ordering what is easier to say at an ice cream shop
instead of ordering what she truly wants. Are there any instances
where you sacrificed what you truly wanted to avoid stuttering? What
are some of the positives and negatives of making compromises?
What do you think would have happened if Katherine would have
stepped out in courage and said chocolate during her initial order even
if she stuttered?
Speech Therapy:
In this chapter, Katherine details her initial reaction to her parents
suggesting speech therapy as a child. She felt that therapy was an
indication of failure to independently “cure” her stutter. Why do you
think Katherine is initially so upset about her parents’ suggestion to go
to a stuttering camp? What could have been some of her reservations
or fears?
Could you relate to her in any way while reading this section? What
was your reaction to beginning therapy? Do you feel that speech
therapy signals a need to be “fixed”?
Several weeks after Katherine attended the therapy program, she
began stuttering again. Why do you think she began blaming herself?
“If the technique is not at fault, then all eyes turn to me. Do I not want
it badly enough? Am I not determined enough to make it work?” Have
you experienced similar feelings or pressure to use “techniques” to
change your speech?
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Hyperawareness & Managing Reactions/Assumptions:
What are some reactions of others that you are highly attuned to as
someone who stutters? How do these reactions make you feel?
Katherine conveys that the most harmful misconceptions are often the
ones we assume others have of us or the ones we have of ourselves. Do
you find this to be true for you?
How have you learned to manage other people’s reactions towards your
stutter? Is your process of managing these reactions helpful to you?
Communication Partner Violations/Expectations:
How did it make you feel when the party guest interrupted Katherine and
finished her sentence for her when she was stuttering? Has this ever
happened to you?
Do you have specific desires that you wish a listener knew prior to you
two having a conversation? Have you ever communicated to your listener
any expectations, for example, “I may just need some extra time…” or “You
don’t have to fill in my sentences…”?
“I always wondered if those same people have asked a blind person to
focus in or recommend that a deaf person listen a little harder… all too
often it [stuttering] is judged and seen as a personal weakness, a character
flaw rather than a disability.” What is your reaction to this statement?
“Magic Cure”:
Katherine has a conversation with a party guest who claims that her
nephew’s stutter was “cured.” She also questions Katherine’s practice time
and techniques. What is problematic about this exchange?
Do you think there is a “magic cure” for stuttering? How do you feel when
someone, like this party guest, suggests that stuttering can be “fixed”?
What are ways you can respond to people who make poor or uneducated
comments or responses? How can we prepare for these types of reactions
and respond confidently?
Media Portrayal:
How do you feel about the way the media and pop culture have portrayed
stuttering in the film and television industries?
If there were more characters in movies and TV shows with actors who
stutter, would you find it painful/offensive or enlightening/positive?
Why is it important for the media to portray people who stutter as more
than just one-dimensional characters?
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Denial/Avoiding Conversations About Stuttering:
Katherine talks about how she views her stutter as a white elephant in the room,
avoids talking about it, and becomes angry when her mom addresses it. Why do
you think Katherine is so adamant about not speaking of or acknowledging her
stutter?
Have you ever pretended your stutter doesn’t exist? What are the pros and cons of
openly talking about stuttering?
Covert Stuttering:
Is Katherine an overt or covert person who stutters? How do you know?
To pretend that she didn’t have a stutter, Katherine came up with tactics to mask
her stutter (e.g., word substitution, using accents, entering a conversation at a
specific time, staying silent, etc.). Are there any tactics that you have tried to use
to avoid stuttering? What are some of the drawbacks of using these tactics?
Katherine speaks to the fact that hiding her stutter was not sustainable. Have you
experienced this in your own life?
Overcompensation:
Katherine describes her quest to excel in various areas of her life to compensate
for her feelings of failure in speech. Have you ever sought some sort of
achievement or experience in hopes that it would validate you and compensate for
your feelings of failure in speech?
Friends:
Katherine talks about her experience in finding friends she trusts. How did the
support Katherine received from her friends impact her journey with stuttering at
this age?
What role do your friends play in your stuttering journey?
Katherine mentions how she and her friends never openly acknowledge her
stutter. Do you consider it helpful or harmful that her friends participate in
pretending her stutter doesn’t exist?
Humanizing Stutter:
Why do you think Katherine began to refer to her stutter as “he” and not “it”? Do
you think it is common for individuals to humanize their stutter?
Silence Being More Debilitating than Stuttering:
Katherine states, “silence was lonely and debilitating in a way that was far sadder
than the desperate fight of stuttering.” Do you identify with Katherine in this way?
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Dating:
Katherine talks about her journey with flirting, dating, and young adult life.
How does the impact of her stutter affect her formation of relationships?
In what ways has your stutter affected your social and/or romantic
relationships? How do you relate to Katherine’s experience interacting with
someone you are interested in?
Katherine details her disdain for being labeled “cute” after a boy finds out
she stutters. How might this “compliment” belittle or undermine her
stuttering experience? How do you feel that your stutter impacts the
impression you have on others?
Talking on the Phone:
The author shares that the fall of her first romantic relationship was, in part,
due to long distance and “the phone.” What is your experience with talking
on the phone?
Why would talking on the phone be more difficult when some say that
seeing peoples’ reactions is what makes talking more difficult?
Fears Related to People’s Perception:
After breaking up with her boyfriend, Katherine asks him what he really
thinks of her stutter. His response elicits a fear of hers—she thought her
stutter had gone unnoticed but that wasn’t the case. It didn’t bother him,
but he says his friends were surprised he would date someone who wasn’t
“conventionally perfect.” How did this change her perception of herself?
Self-Disclosure:
Katherine self-discloses for the first time when she tells a man that she
stutters. Describe what self-disclosure might look like for you during a first
interaction with someone? Would you feel more at ease by doing this?
Alcohol/Drugs:
Were you surprised with Katherine using alcohol as a coping mechanism for
desensitizing herself to her stutter?
What could be the consequences of using alcohol/drugs or any other
substance as a consistent coping mechanism?
New Friendships and Beginnings:
In this chapter, Katherine begins to make new friends and avoids those who
are scared or turned off by her disfluencies. Is it fair to immediately write
people off based on their initial reactions to your stutter when maybe that
person is not aware of what stuttering is?
What were times in your life where you had the opportunity to have a fresh
start (e.g., changing schools)? What impact did that have on your life?
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Hardships in the Workforce:
Have you ever feared stuttering would stop you from getting a job or have you
faced a similar situation to Katherine regarding discrimination in the workplace?
At the end of the chapter, Katherine experiences a communication breakdown
while on the phone at work. How did Katherine respond? How else could she
have handled this situation?
Katherine talks about how stuttering affected her career and interactions with
adults when she was trying to be taken professionally. What are some different
approaches Katherine could have taken to ease listeners’ minds when she
entered into conversations with people?
Career “Realists” vs “Advocates”:
Katherine describes two camps when it comes to believing people who stutter
can have any occupation – the “realists” and the “advocates.” What are your
thoughts on career paths for people who stutter? Is someone who stutters
capable of any job?
Limiting Dreams:
“I know I always worried more about my speech than others ever did, that I was
the only person who ever truly held myself back. No one else was closing doors
on me, I was closing them on myself as I tried to search for safety.” Katherine
notes that it was her beliefs about her stutter that were holding her back. What
are some of your future goals? When you consider your dream job or hobby, have
you allowed your stutter to limit your dreams and life aspirations?
Projection of Feelings:
Do you think Katherine might have projected her own thoughts/feelings onto
Rod Stewart and maybe that influenced what she thought he was saying?
Desire for Fluency:
At the end of this chapter, Katherine declares that she wants to be fluent after a
difficult day of her stutter impacting her work life. How can you relate to these
feelings of wanting to be fluent?
Do you feel there is a difference between wanting and needing to be fluent in
order to succeed? Discuss the difference.
Internal Conflict:
Katherine details how, in her early 20’s, she spent a lot of time trying to balance
what she wanted to do with her unwillingness to expose herself as a person who
stutters. Do you relate to this difficult balancing act?
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Unnatural Fluency Techniques:
Katherine is excited about the costal breathing technique and being more
fluent. However, she feels ashamed and dissatisfied with having to wear the belt
in public and using her “new voice.” She says the joy of conversation was ruined
using the technique, and she felt she was replacing one strange way of speaking
for another. Have there been therapy techniques you have learned and were
excited to try, but that were hard to implement in real life? If so, which ones?
What are your thoughts on using techniques that make you more fluent but
make your speech feel unnatural?
Stuttering as a “Habit”:
At one point, Anne, the SLP leading the Starfish program, refers to stuttering as
a habit. Katherine says, “The idea of stuttering as a habit bothers me, but I can’t
find an adequate reason why.” Why did it bother Katherine that stuttering was
referred to as a habit? Would it bother you?
Feeling Guilty for Persistent Disfluency:
Katherine attributed her persistent stutter to not working hard enough when
she tried using different therapy techniques. Do you think her reasoning is
valid? What might have influenced this reasoning?
Katherine becomes very emotional when calling her previous speech therapist
to get back into therapy. What thoughts might have been causing her to feel
these intense emotions?
Hope for a Cure:
Katherine is still holding out hope for a cure in this chapter. How do you think
this mindset has been beneficial or harmful for her so far?
Therapy Goals:
What do you think the goal of therapy should be for people who stutter?
Self-Disclosure:
Katherine talks about how nervous she was when she sent out the email to her
entire office about her stutter. Why do you think she chose to send the email?
What impact do you think it had on her and her co-workers?
Meeting People Who Stutter:
Katherine makes the point that the Starfish program was the first time she had
mentors in her life who knew what it was like to stutter. Do you have mentors?
How important have they been in your stuttering journey?
Katherine’s New Plan:
Why would Katherine suddenly quit running from her stutter and create this
plan that revolves around her stutter?
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Voluntary Stuttering:
Katherine tries voluntary stuttering when ordering a Starbucks drink. The
barista reacts nervously and offers a pen and paper to try to make ordering
easier for her. Katherine persists in saying her order aloud and continues to
stutter on purpose. Why was this a victorious moment for Katherine?
How might voluntary stuttering and self-disclosure be liberating for people
who stutter? What has been your experience with voluntary stuttering
and/or self-disclosure?
Research Indicating Biological Cause:
Katherine learns from stuttering research experts that while there is still
more to learn about the causes of stuttering, it has been found to be a
complex, multifactorial neurological disorder. What do you think it meant to
Katherine to know stuttering was not her fault?
How do you think having this understanding of the cause of stuttering could
have benefitted her at a younger age?
Hearing Other People’s Stuttering Journeys:
Katherine was interested in interviewing other people about their stuttering
experience. How might hearing other people’s stories help you in your
journey with stuttering?
Celebrities Who Stutter:
In this chapter, Katherine describes interviewing celebrities who stutter.
Have you encountered stories of celebrities who stutter? How do you
perceive how they have approached or portrayed their stutter?
Changing Attitude Versus Speech:
Katherine begins a new journey of changing her attitude rather than her
speech. Is this an old or new concept to you? How do you feel about this
different focus?
Family Members Who Stutter:
Do you have family members who stutter? If so, how has that relationship
and shared experience impacted your stuttering experience?
Having Children:
Katherine mentions her fears surrounding having children someday. What
fears does she describe? How do her fears differ between having a child who
stutters versus having a child who doesn’t stutter?
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Having Children:
Katherine and her partner discuss what they would say to
their kids if they were individuals who stuttered. How did
they say they would act around their children if they
stuttered?
If you had a child who stuttered, what would you do with
them that you would have appreciated as a child?
Support from People:
What support from a loved one would be helpful in a situation
where you anticipate stuttering (e.g., reading aloud, ordering
at a restaurant)?
Dating Someone Who Stutters:
Katherine points out that it’s incredibly rare to find a couple
who stutter. Have you ever thought about having a significant
other who stutters? How would that make you feel?
When Katherine asks Jeremy about her stutter, he says,
“Katherine, I love you, but you don’t need me or anyone to
validate you.” What might have Katherine realized in this
moment? What emotions did this elicit for you?
How does Jeremy influence Katherine’s thoughts about
stuttering?
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Conference Experiences:
Have you ever been to a stuttering conference? If so, what was it like to
encounter so many other people who stutter?
Contrast experiencing being the only person who stutters in your daily
life and being among an entire group of people who stutter at a National
Stuttering Association (NSA) conference. How might these different
situations impact your communication experience?
Stuttering Role Models:
Katherine shares that she did not see any stuttering role models until
her 20’s. Hollywood was not an accurate depiction of people who stutter
and people did not talk about stuttering. Do you have any stuttering role
models in your life? Have you discovered one through reading this
book?
Katherine says, “The most powerful heroes were the ones who were not
cured but not cowed either.” What does Katherine mean by this? Do you
agree?
How might having a stuttering role model influence your perception of
yourself?
Candid Conversations with Parents:
Katherine asks her parents how they felt about her stutter growing up.
Why do you think asking this question was so important to her?
How has Katherine’s relationship with her parents changed from the
beginning of this book to now?
During this candid conversation with her parents, they shared that they
were concerned about her well-being but loved her and were never
embarrassed by her. How did you feel reading this conversation with
her parents?
Are there any questions you have hesitated from asking your parents or
family members? If so, why have you held back from talking with them?
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Responding to Negative Reactions:
Katherine encounters a woman who assumes that Katherine is
faking her stutter and using it as a kind of joke or public speaking
trick. How does Katherine handle this situation? If you encountered
someone with a negative reaction to your stutter, how would you
respond to them?
Humor:
Katherine explores using humor as one way to cope with her stutter.
What are some of the pros of finding humor in the situations
stuttering creates? Is this easy or difficult for you to do?
Stuttering Identity:
Katherine talks about how stuttering never truly goes away and is
held subconsciously, even if disfluency is reduced over the years.
How can this be true?
How do you think people’s fear of being known as a person who
stutters is replaced with being proud of claiming that identity?
Do you feel that your stutter is part of your identity?
Person-First Versus Identity-First Language:
What do you think about the terms “stutterer” versus “person who
stutters”? Do you have a preference for which language is used?
Other:
Were you surprised to hear Katherine was a public speaking
teacher? Why or why not?
“Stuttering had the impressive ability to break down walls, to put
everyone’s own fears to rest.” What is your reaction to this quote?
Katherine takes us on her stuttering journey through each chapter
of this book. What stage/chapter of the book do you feel you are in
right now?
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Katherine’s Change in Perspective:
From the beginning of the novel to the end, what has changed about
Katherine’s perspective of her stutter? How has this changed the way she
experiences life?
What parts of Katherine’s life do you think were the turning points for her
embracing her stutter and learning to speak freely and confidently?
Given her outlook on stuttering at the end of the book versus the
beginning, what do you think she would want to say to her younger self?
Your Change in Perspective:
How would you describe your view of stuttering before and after reading
this book? Has your perspective changed?
What is your biggest takeaway after reading this book?
Stuttering as a Gift:
Katherine concludes the novel with the following quote, “I have come to
see that my stutter is me. It is not some dangerous devil on my shoulder,
not some enemy I am forever at war against. My stutter has made me who
I am; I have achieved all I have not in spite of it, but because of it. It might
be the best thing that ever happened to me.” What thoughts does this
quote evoke for you about your own journey with stuttering?
Katherine lists positive traits that her stutter has helped her grow. What
strengths or personal traits would you attribute as being at least partially
due to your stutter?
Katherine shares that stuttering has given her more than it has taken
away and that she would never return to the pain of hiding her stutter
after experiencing the freedom of self-acceptance. Have you reached this
point of self-acceptance?
Fluency ≠ Happiness:
Katherine states, “I have learned that fluency and happiness do not walk
hand in hand as easily as I thought.” What do you think she means by this?

